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the Normandie. She was laid down in THE QUEEN MARY AT SEA 1930. Almost immediately the full force of the economic hurricane fell upon the 
'----------------------------------- world, and the work on the 534, as she was 
The Cunard . White Star liner Queen 
Mary on March 24 safely accomplished 
the first part of her journey. This was 
from the fitting-out basin of Messrs. John 
Brown's yard on Clydebank to the sea. 
Weather conditions were ideal for the 
start. The sun shone brilliantly and the 
wind was light. T he great liner cast off 
at 9.55 a.m., nearly an hour earlier tha n 
was expected, and arrived off Greenock at 
2.10 p.m. Here she berthed overnight, 
ready for her departm:e for Southampton. 
It is estimated that at least 500.000 
people gathered by the Clyde to witness 
the passing of the great liner. The pilots 
responsible for bringing her down to the 
Tail of the Bank were Captain Duncan 
Cameron and Captain John L. Murchie. 
Sir Edgar Britten, Commodore of the 
Cunard White Star Line and captain of 
the Queen Mary, was on the navigating 
bridge. 
Taking The Bends 
Four blasts from the siren of the Queen 
Mary announced her departure. Of the 
seven tugs which took her through the 
channel two were fore and two aft, and at 
the difficult bends which gave her a clear-
ance of only a few feet the remaining three 
tugs pilshed and ·coaxed her. Amid the 
cheers of a great multitude the liner was 
soon seen to be in motion. The delicate 
manoeuvring to turn her in mid-stream 
fascinated the watching crowds. It was 
only when a broadside view of her was 
obtained that her immensity was realized. 
Progress became slow as the Queen 
Mary approached the Beardmore bend and 
she remained sta tionary for a time. This 
difficulty safely passed, the Queen Mary 
found at Bowling the most acute bend in 
the whole 15-mile stretch of the river. She 
grounded in the Clyde mud twice. After 
this, speed was accelerated, the liner's own 
propellers being brought into play until 
the Tail of the Bank below Greenock was 
reached. 
By the time the liner 'had started on her 
way down stream the sunshine had turned 
to a slight drizzle of rain. As the Queen 
Mary passed Port Glasgow she was greet-
ed by the sirens of ships laid up there. 
The vessel r eceived a great welcome at 
Greenock. 
A FAMOUS SHIP: 
Maintaining British Traditions 
Interest in the Queen Mary is shared in 
every part of the Empire and indeed 
throughout the world. No other ship built 
in this country has made such a wide 
appeal. Visitors from the Dominions have 
considered it a point of honour to visit her 
at Clyde bank, if possible, during her period 
of construction. From the day of her 
launching and christening by Queen Mary, 
who was accompanied at the ceremony by 
King George, and who by personal choice 
gave D.er own no.me w the iiner, the pro· 
gress of the ship has been watched with 
ever-growing interest. The King visited 
her at the beginning of this month and ex-
pressed the hope that he might see her 
again before she goes into commission. 
The Queen Mary was begun earlier than 
at first called, was suspended for three 
years. When the clouds began to lift the 
Government promised the support of the 
nation's restored credit in the resumption 
of the enterprise, and since that time the 
work of construction has fulfilled the best 
traditions of British shipbuilding. 
The Queen, in launching the vessel on 
Seotember 26, 1934, wished her God-speed 
in the following words : " I am happy to 
name this ship ' Queen Mary.' I wish suc-
cess to her and to all who sail in her." 
King George spoke of the liner as "no 
longer a number on the books, but a ship 
with a name in the world, alive with beau-
ty, energy, and strength." His concluding 
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words were: "She has been built in fel· 
lowship among ourselves; may her life 
among great waters spread friendship 
among the nations." 
Speed and Economics 
Whether the Queen Mary will recapture 
for Great Britain the Blue Riband of the 
Atlantic which, at the moment, is held by 
the Normandie and France has been a 
matter of public speculation. The attitude 
of the Cunard White Star directorate h as 
been that they are interested not in blue 
ribands but in a ship that has been design· 
ed to pay her way. The Queen Mary and 
a sister ship are intended to do between 
them the work which in the past needed 
three smaller vessels- the maintenance of 
a regular weekly service smnmer and 
winter alike across the North Atlantic. 
A wri ter in the Special Number publish· 
ed by The Times to commemorate the 
launch of the Queen Mary calculated that 
to fulfil her weekly journey across the 
Atlantic and have time to turn round her 
average open sea speed must be slightly 
in excess of 28 knots. She will be expect· 
ed to achieve this performance regularly 
and in all weathers. 
An interesting suggestion has been made 
that the Queen Mary might make an at· 
tempt to break the record for the Atlantic 
crossing on her second trip from this 
country. It is evident that there will be 
no attempt on the maiden voyage, as the 
ship is due to leave Southampton on May 
27, but the return trip from New York is 
not scheduled to start until June 5. The 
liner's second trip from Southampton, 
l1owever, is to start on Wednesday, June 
17, and she is due to leave New York on 
the return trip exactly a week later, 
Wednesday, June 24. 
80,773 Tons 
It was officially announced on Monday 
that the Queen Mary has a gross tonnage 
of 80,773. 
The directors of the Cunard White Star 
Company made no attempt to bring the 
measurements of their ship as first planned 
up to those of the Normandie. The overall 
length of the Queen Mary is 1,018ft., that 
of the Normandie, with her slopidg stem 
and stern, 1,027ft. At the water line the 
Queen Mary is the longer ship. The dis· 
placements, which means the weights of 
the two vessels when they were launched, 
were 37,000 tons for the Queen Mary and 
27,000 tons for the Normandie. 
The 25 public rooms in the Queen Mary 
are unusually large. The first-class dining-
room, stretching from side to side of the 
vessel, will hold 900 passengers at one 
sitting, and has a 30ft.·high roof. The en· 
closed promenade deck, which measures 
approximately 1,250ft. in length, has been 
fitted throughout with hundreds of ship-
side windows. The huge public rooms and 
the hundreds of luxurious state rooms will 
make the Queen Mary the most comfort· 
able ship in the world. 
A Sunshine Ship 
The liner will be essentially a sunshine 
ship with many windows, thus permitting 
the use of daylight instead of artificial 
light. 
The shopping centre of the vessel is 
situated in the main hall, where there will 
be shops, occupied by outfitters, tobacco- ~ most dreaded condition obtains, known-: 
nists, and florists, and there will be 12 "sheering." This causes the water be-
showcases, some of them 25ft. in length. tween the bank and the ship to" run away," 
An additional attraction will be a large and instantly the ship's head swings out 
decorative fountain. Miles of telephone towards deeper water; at the same time 
wire has been installed for the most com- the vessel gathers speed, and, if not in· 
plete telephony system ever found on stantly checked, the bow will swing right 
board a ship, and it will permit of ship· across the river and ram the opposite 
to-shore telephony. There are even two bank. The "Queen Mary" during the 
telephone kiosks on board from which passage down the Clyde and on her run to 
long-distance calls may be made. Miles Southampton carried but a "skeleton" 
of wiring has also been installed for the crew. Though having on board her full 
internal broadcasting system, which in· engine-room and deck crews, she only car· 
eludes amplifiers in the public rooms. ried a few of those 800 stewards, cooks, 
·wood panelling is a feature of the dec- and so on that form the largest proportion 
oration of most of the public rooms, and of her complement. 
many of the state rooms, and no fewer - - -------
than 50 varieties of wood have been used INNOVATIONS ON THE BRIDGE 
for this purpose. Many of these woods 
have never before been used in ship dec-
oration and they range in variety from 
the well-known ash, oak, and walnut, to 
rarer varieties such as betula, patapsko, 
makore, and zebrano. 
Reduced Vibration 
I 
Housed in separate water-tight com part· i 
ments, the engines have a horse-power of 
200,000. Vibration has been reduced to i 
the m inimum by mounting the entire . 
engine units on rubber blocks. In addi- ' 
tion, a new type of vibration-proof ap· 
paratus has been installed round the cabins 
in the vicinity of the single rooms. This 
comprises small angles of steel equipped 
with springs, and it has been tested wi th 
excellent results. 
A new safety device for the protection 
of the look-out has been provided for the 
first time in any British vessel. Instead of 
glass wind screens or canvas dodgers, the 
front plates on the stream-lined bridge 
have been curved forward just below the 
look-out's eye level, and a baffle plate has 
been fitted in the curve, forming an up· 
ward funnel. The result will be that wind 
hitting the bridge will be deflected straight 
upwards and will pass harmlessly over the 
look-out's head.- The Times Weekly ~-dition 
WHISTLES OF RECORD SIZE 
The three great "Typhon" whistles of 
the "Queen Mary," two on the fore funnel 
and one on the midships funnel, are the 
largest and most powerful ever f-it ted. 
Each is some seven feet in length, and 
their tremendous note, though it has been 
heard over five miles away, is so low (two 
octaves and two notes below middle C) 
that it is not distressing to the most sensi-
tive of human ears in the vicinity. These 
whistles were used for signalling the tugs 
during the passage down the Clyde. They 
are driven by steam which enters an 
annular space and "goes round and 
round," passes a valve, impinges on four 
large diaphragm plates, and comes out 
at the mouth of the horn in the form 
of sound. The "voice" is controlled by 
an electric valve which is operated from 
push-buttons on the bridge. Hand gear is 
provided should the electric gear fail at 
any time. One occasion where the close 
co-operation between the tugs and a ship 
being towed is necessary is when navigat· 
ing a large vessel in narrow waters in a 
high wind. The ship may be blown too 
close to one of the banks, whereupon the 
A remarkable feature of the" streamlin· 
ed" bridge is a "slot" that runs to port 
and starboard the wheel-house to the 
wing-houses. This slot consists of a curv· 
ed strip of iron supported out beyond the 
front upper edge of the bridge. Its func· 
tion is to create a screen of high-pressure 
air to protect the bridge staff against the 
rush of air as the ship is steaming. The 
wind striking the front of the bridge passes 
through the slot, and the narrowing nozzle 
increases the speed of a ir to such an extent 
than an invisible screen is formed right 
along the greater part of the bridge. So 
strong is the pressure of air thus created 
that not only wind but rain and snow are 
deflected upwards over the heads of the 
navigation staff, who are thus enabled to 
carry out their duties in comparative com-
fort in an area of calm air. Another inter-
esting feature of the bridge is the very 
extensive overhang, which projects about 
twelve ft. beyond the sides of the ship, so 
that it is possible to see the whole length 
of the ship from either the port or star· 
board wing-house, as shown above. It has 
the further advantage of giving a good 
point of view when docking, when using 
the boats, or when anything is alongside 
the ship. 
* * * It is of value to compare the R.M.S. 
"Queen Mary," our largest ship, with the 
largest craft that have been produced for 
that rival medium of transport, the air. 
The new German airship "Hindenburg" 
(" L.Z. 129 "),which is 813ft. long-that is, 
205ft. shorter than the "Queen Mary." 
Yet in order to lift ninety people (fifty pas· 
sengers and forty crew) and their accom· 
modation, besides mails, goods, engines, 
fuel, and ballast, the airship has to be of 
these huge dimensions. lt will be seen 
that, if the "Queen Mary" were placed in 
Trafalgar Square, a man standing on the 
top of the Nelson column could converse 
with officers on the ship's bridge or, if the 
column could be made to float and were 
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Oxford Groups- Twentieth-Century 
* * 
Crusaders ¥ -t< 
By P. W. WILSON 
A world inclined to skepticism is watch-
ing a twentieth-century crusade. There 
are no statistics to indicate the number of 
people affected. The crusade, like all 
movements in religion, arouses m!ngled 
emotions. One fact is undeniable: in a 
number of countries and among thought-
ful communities in the United States the 
name of the crusade, "Oxford Groups," 
has become or is fast becoming a house-
hold word. 
The movement has reached about fifty 
lands. Half a dozen of these have been 
seriously affected, and according to all 
available indications the .movement is 
spreading. The particular feature of the 
movement that imoresses the observer is 
that it interests not only the clergy but the 
man in the street. It is a movement out-
side as well as inside the churches, and 
little stress is laid on theology as this term 
has been usually understood. 
In courts and parliaments and embas-
sies, in clubs and universities, in industry, 
finance and the professions, the Groups 
are a topic of more or less informed con-
versation. People are mystified, amused, 
even irritated. But they are aware of 
something going on. 
* ::: * 
There is exaggeration of the movement. 
Ther e is depreciation. An appraisal is dif-
ficult. In the United State~ the crusade 
has many adherents, and great interest-
not excluding a measure of criticism-has 
been manifested. The movement is grow-
ing. It cannot be said, however, that its 
success here has been as spectacular as in 
some other countries. 
The stronghold of the movement is Eng-
land, where it has been endorsed by the 
Archbishop of Canterbury, the Lord Mayor 
of London and members of Parliament. In 
a number of countries-for instance, Ca-
nada and Northern Ireland-the Groups 
have been welcomed officially and un-
officially by the leaders of society, national, 
civic and ecclesiastical. 
In Switzerland, President Rudolph Min-
ger and his Cabinet received the Groups, 
and at Geneva, Eduard Benes took the 
chair at a luncheon which was attended 
by a remarkable company of Prime Min-
isters, Foreign Secretaries and diplomats. 
The Kings of Norway and Denmark have 
given approval. . 
A description of the Group Movement 
has always been difficult. There is little 
in the popular conception of religion with 
which to compare it, and the association 
with "Oxford" is held by some people to 
be merely accidental. Apparently it was 
in South Africa that the Groups, arriving 
from England, came to be described as 
" Oxford," and it is essential to distinguish 
clearly between this latest Oxford Move-
ment and other movements, so named, 
that have influenced civilization. 
Two hundred years ago the first Oxford 
Movement was led by John Wesley and 
resulted in Methodism, which today in-
cludes about 20,000,000 adherents through-
out the world. A hundred years later 
there was a second Oxford Movement, led 
by Newman. It was Anglo-Catholic, and 
there were many who accompanied New-
man into the Roman Catholic Church. 
This movement profoundly affected the 
outlook and ceremonial of Protestantism 
as a whole. It is arguable that the archi-
tecture and worship of Riverside Church 
in New York might have been very dif-
ferent but for the stately dignities of that 
Oxford revival. 
The founder of the present Oxford 
Groups is Frank D. Buchman, a Lutheran 
minister and an American citizen, born in 
1878 and unmarried. It was by the way 
of Princeton, Cambridge, England, and 
other fields of work that he reached the 
university which Matthew Arnold sarcasti-
cally described as " the home of lost 
causes." From the first the Groups have 
covered a wider field than quadrangles of 
colleges, however venerab'e and pictur-
esque they may be. It must be a misun-
derstanding to suppose that Dr. Buchman 
started the movement · on a definite plan 
Vivid and Vivacious 
RADIO TALKS 
ON THE BRITISH .ISLES 
by G. CAIGER 
¥ .1..20 =r 10 sen 
placed on the water-line beside the ship, or with any clear conception of how mat-
the top of the column itself would be level ters would develop. He was conscious of 
with the liner's crow's-nest. The centre what he believed to be a call to personal 
of the clock-face of "Big Ben" is 180ft. evangelism- winning individuals - and this 
above the ground, while from the keel ot has been the essential airil of the Groups. 
the "Queen Mary" to the top of her fore Whatever methods they may adopt, the 
funnel the height is 184 ft. It may be object is "life changing." 
In life the•:e should be four elementals-
honesty, purity, unselfishness and love. 
Secure these sincerities and many prob-
lems will solve themselves. 
Any circumstance-even a mere trivial-
ity-may prove to be the occasion on 
which a life is changed, and the rule of 
the changed life is twofold. First, there 
is the "quiet hour," early in the morning 
-a period of meditation assisted by the 
Bible. Second, there is " sharing." T he 
Groups are convinced that the full life can 
only be lived in complete association with 
others. They call one another by their 
first names, and they discuss with one 
another not only those sins which militate 
against happiness but hopes and aspira-
tions-whatever makes life worth living. 
The atmosphere is intimacy. 
Much of this companionship is informal. 
Repeatedly this writer has found himself 
in hospitable surroundings which proved 
to be Groupist, and the aim is always to 
Eet the outsider at his ease. Anybody can 
start a Group anywhere and at any t ime. 
Such a Group consists of friends who meet 
together and cultivate a certain way of 
living; nor is there anywhere a discover-
able list of members or any suggestion of 
sectarianism. 
A Group meeting may be whatever it 
becomes. In some drawing room, let us 
say, there is a gathering of friends who 
talk and laugh about things in general as 
if nothing more serious were in contempla-
tion. Gradually the company settles down 
to what might be called a Quakerly free-
dom of expression by the individual. 
Among a metropolitan Bishop, a Cabinet 
Minister, an eminent Professor of Philoso-
phy and a student from college there is no 
distinction in status. If anybody has some-
thing to say, he is invited to say it. In 
order to avoid restraint it is unusual to 
sing hymns, and if prayer is offered it is-
like everything else-impromptu. 
From .t ime to time the Groups ernerge 
into the limelight and the field days are 
known as house part ies. The parent house 
party, if so it may be called, is held at Ox-
ford every year in the long vacation when 
the colleges are · more or less empty of 
undergraduates. T he attendance of 1935 
--about 10,000-was far larger then in 
1934. 
There are many other house parties. A 
great hotel is commandeered. By ocean 
liner, by special trains, by automobile and 
-by airplane "the hornets," as they play-
fully call themselves, swarm in and there 
is much whirring of wings. They jest, 
they laugh, they hold a few meetings and 
the rest of the meetings hold themselves. 
After a week or two the " house party " 
breaks up, the guests vanish and all seems 
to be over until the Groups get into the 
headlines somewhere else. further mentioned that, if it were possible Let us put the argument as they put it: 
to put the "Queen Mary" in the T hames The world is out ·of joint. The customary * * * 
alongside the river-front of the Houses of · assumption has been that institutions Organization has been kept to a mml· 
Parliament, the ship would be 118ft. longer should be changed. Let some dissatisfied mum. There has been a dependence on 
than the buildings. The average length of country have a little more territory. Let local · and voluntary initiative. It is the 
that famous tra in, the "Royal Scot," is dictatorships become democracies and let claim of the movement that- at Oxford, for 
1000 ft.-that is, 18ft. shorter than the democr acies become dictatorships. T he instance - it does not depend on paid secre-
over-all length of the "Queen Mary." Groups approach the problem the other taries. Arrangements for a house party 
Three engines of the type used to draw way round. Change the individual, they there are made by young peo!)le, most ?f 
this train could pass abreast through one say, and institutions will change them- them_ und.ergraduates, who g1ve of the1r 
of her funnels if it were laid on its side. selves. Unless the individual be changed, I vacatiOn time free of charge. 
- The Illustrated London N eli!s. no change in institutions will be effective. 1 A prominent leader of the Groups, the 
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Rev. Alan Thornhill, fellow of Hertford mans to be more valuable to Germany ; 
College, Oxford, has stated in The London Germans are helping Frenclm1en to be 
Times that the Groups have " no invest- more valuable to France. ln South Africa 
ments, no endowments and no debts." He the success of the Groups-so it is cla imed 
adds that " the mythical m illionaires who - has been accompanied by a not iceable 
are supposed to finance the wo.rk, the reconciliation between the Dutch and the 
frequent large checks which we are told British. 
ploitation bureau of the r ubber industry. 
. .. "An extraordinary raw green, bright 
blue, combinations of green and brown, and 
yellow, violet, aud purple, are some of the 
colours that zve shall see in next season's 
collections. . . . " 
J ust a hint, that, why heavy chemical 
combines are spending more money look-
ing for new textile dyes, and for dyes and 
processes which will succeed with new 
materials, than in research on ·new explo-
sives and poison gases. T herefore, using 
advertising and publicity expenditure as a 
yardstick, beautifying and adorning the 
female of the species is the world's biggest 
industry. Automobiles, patent medicines 
and branded foods stand lower on a space 
basis. 
that the Groups receive, do not in fact T he same philosophy is applied to race 
exist and never have existed." Iviost people relations ; to what the Groups call " the 
attending house parties pay their own ex- s ins of empire "; to capital and labor. The 
penses. Gifts of money are someti mes objection that \Yorkers cannot suddenly 
made by " friends " to " individuals per- throw up their jobs and attend house 
son ally." parties is met by the suggestion that the 
At first sight a house party does not world needs leadership-that a movement 
look re ligious. One does not hear many wh ich emancipates leadership from na-
denunciations of cards, dancing, the thea- tiona!, racial and economic restrictions, 
tre, smoking or drink. T here is little em- which inspires leadership to real honesty 
phasis on prohibitions. House parties may of purpose and sympathy with justice, h as 
be quite fashionable affairs, and people a place in the scheme of things. Many 
have talked a bout t he m ovement as "a who have attended house parties are en-
religion de I uxe" or " Moody and Sanky in gaged in social work among the poor.· 
evening dress." For many of the dinners T he pronouncements of many public 
people do dress, and the food is excellent. men suggest that, at this moment of un-
An interested statistician has estimated 
that last year in the two biggest m arkets, 
Britain and the United States, around 
~2,000,000,000 worth of women's raiment 
became obsolete-not worn out, but just 
obsolete. That am ount had to be spent 
on renewals, thereby demonstrating tha t 
as a device for increasing the velocity 
circulation of money all the nostrums de-
vised by academicians pale beside a major 
change in women's fashions. 
T he attractive externals are supported certainty, the idea within the Groups is 
by self-sacrificing enthusiasm behind the more important than the Groups them-
scenes on the par t of people- usually of · selves. The conception of a fulfilled in-
moder ate means-who never get into dividuality, shared by a ll people with one 
print, even in a Gronp photograph. A another, is not new. It is the restatement 
typical Group, say of seven, gets to work. ot this idea in popular unconventional 
Its members select the seven most "strate- ter ms and with evident conviction that 
g ic" people in the neighborhood- the has been and is the task of the Oxford 
seven most " tempted " people, the seven ! crusaders. 
most "difficult " people--and they proceed ! The New Ym·k T irnes Magazine, Feb .. €3. 1936. 
Beauty parlours are increasing. Satura-
tion point in the beauty-preparations 
market is decades off. Five years hence, 
a 1935 world expenditure of $1,000,000,000 
for powder, cold cream, perfumes, lipsticks 
and other a ids to female attractions, will 
look like a depression figure. An annual 
figure for Britain of 10,000,000 boxes of 
rouge and $6,250,000 worth of hair-colour-
to win those people by indiv idual and un-
repor ted act ivity. 
The world is fami liar with mass evangel-
ism- the genius of a Moody, a Billy Sun-
day or an Evangeline Booth. But such 
genius is rare. Unless the common people 
reach the common people, so the Groups 
believe, many people will not be reached 
a t a ll. Among the Groups the individual 
orator is superseded by "the team"--· a 
company of men and women, old and 
young, r ich and poor, who, on the plat-
form, deliver their united witness. But 
the platform is only used as a kind of re-
conna issance. It is in personal conversa-
tion that the Groups, as a rule, win their 
adherents or influence those who, without 
being adherents, respond to the " message." 
There are people in the churches who 
say that they are doing just what the 
Groups - as critics put i t --are "making 
such a fuss about." Over the movement 
churches and even families are sometimes 
sharply divided between the "changed" 
and the "unchanged." In saying this, it 
is fair to add that the movement has 
matured and outgrown what may be called 
symptoms of spir itual adolescence. 
Nations are obsessed by fear of war and 
of the revolutions that accompany war. 
Is it possible that the Groups are making 
a contribution to the maintenance of peace 
and social stability? Amid armies and 
navies and airplanes it may seem to be an 
absurd quest ion. But there is a wish that 
is father to the thought . Mankind yearns 
for an end to perpetual disturbance of so-
ciety. 
The Group movement h as - definitely 
mobilized itself for international peace-
not merely for plans to keep the peace but 
for m entality from which impulses for war 
are eliminated. The Groups advocate 
what appears to be a corrective of undue 
nationalism. Frenchmen within the Groups 
are engaged in activities that help Ger-
FASHION- ECON011IC 
DICTATOR 
By C. Patrick Thompson ing substances (only a fourth of American 
A changing female silhouette is a major expenditure) will look modest. 
world economic phenomenon. The jump Mass production technique and high 
in the world r ayon output from 100,000,000 pressure salesmanship were harnessed to 
lb. in 1925 to 750,000,0UO lb. in 1934, 900,- 1 the fashion business for the first time 
000,000 lb. in 1935, with the billion mark when, one pt e-war clay, Premier Asqui th's 
forecast fo r 1936 is intimately connected bril liant and individualistic wife allowed 
with the fashion situation. The Japanese her favourite Paris d ressmaker to hold a 
have been paying for warships and their fashion show for her friends at No. 10 
Manchurian exploit w ith proceeds of sales Downing Street. On the economic s ide 
of silk stockings, rayon panties, and syn- this meant nothing, for fashio n. then was 
thetic pearls in America and thirty other monopolised by a small world of aristo-
countries. Germany has gained some of crats, plutocrats, smart actresses and ex-
the foreign exchange to pay for the biggest pensive demi-mondaines, buying at high 
r e-armament programme ever, through prices. 
Anglo-Saxon demand for special dyes and T wo more decades were to pass, how-
the synthetic jewellery they make so well ever, before the fashion lords linked up 
in the machine shops of Pforzheim. A with the masters of the mass-production 
large par t of the economic recovery of m,achines, thereby enabling the small-
Ulster, centre of the linen industry, is due income woman to buy at a .big store a 
to an immense British and American copy of · an authentic model frock, coat, 
fashion demand for linen-a demand which hat or scar f, . ... an art icle of raiment of 
has doubled the price of raw mater ial, a cut and style which formerly was avail-
flax, in a year, to the great glee of our old able only to those women who had acquir-
friends the Russians, who grow 90 per eel, by fame, marriage, inherited, or gauged 
cent. of the wor ld crop. money, the large financial key to the fi tting-
"A thick moire lam e, shot through with room of a Sch iaparelli, P aton, Worth or 
copper thread, is among the loveliest of the Molyneux. 
new materials, but there are also supple I Late in 1934 a member of the British 
taffetas woven with metal threads . . . . " I~oyal Family sponsored a fashion move-
" Jl!letal butt?ns on {[unmetal are the new I ~ent in cottot;J- fabrics. The Royal initia-
season's chozce. . . . t1ve was not lmked to any propaganda to 
In such scintillating trifles the d iscern. ing •
1 
ai.d the depressed cotton industry. Never-
learn that resourceful metal-marketmg and theless, sales of Lancash1re cotton goods 
development associations have forced an J' in the home m arket rose nine m illion 
outlet for their products in the fashion 
1 
yards in four months. A leading cotton 
field. Probe the frock that moulds the man calculated that if only petticoats 
fi <~ure the decollete <~own that stays up could be charmed back into favour, the J;agi~ally without sho~lder straps, the per- ~ industry would regain all the 200 million 
fora ted rubber g irdle, ornamental garters, yards it had lost in the home market: a 
and you find the enterprising central ex- loss which has been rayon's gain. 
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Early in his regime, Mussolini was ap-
plauding "naturalism" in women. The 
regime frowned on plucked eyebrows, 
rouge, lipsticks, and "that Paris look." 
An attempt was made to build up char-
acteristic Italian fashions. There were 
official designs of approved gowns. The 
concensus of opinion among the younger 
women was that they were terrible. 
In time, Mussolini discovered that wo-
m en cannot be dragooned as easily as 
men, and that to interfere with women's 
ideas of how to look attractive is to make 
a worse blunder in human psychology 
than the one made by the American polit-
ical leaders who tried to outlaw alcohol. 
Neither Italian industry nor the State 
finances could stand the strain. 
you do that you start a train of ideas different periods of European and Asiatic 
which runs from eyebrow plucking (large art, and in the peasant modes of Mediter-
new market created for fine steel tweezers ranean fishing villages, Basque hamlets 
and eyebrow pencils) at one end, to toe- and Austrian mountain resorts. But more 
tinting (new line for the chemists and and more the great American film factories, 
purveyors of beauty preparations at the with their synthetic and enormously popu-
other). Having got over the idea that larised beauties; envied and studied by 
~emales who dye their hair must necessar- tens of millions of girls and women are in-
Ily belong to the fast set or to the world's . fluencing women's fashions, both directly 
oldest profession, women may go on to ' and indirectly. 
add their hair to the general decor scheme Austere moralists and sociologists have 
into w~i~h they weave the tints of frocks, deplored the ever-rising figures of fashion 
face pamt, belts, gloves, hats, ornaments, and beautification expenditure. But our 
finger-nail varnish, and even--although it civilisation could not now go Puritan and 
seems un_necessary except in the case of rule out frills, fal-lals, perfumes, face-paint 
street accidents or a high wind~-lingerie. and powder, and fashions. Its debts, and 
Fashion designers have found apparent- its industrial life, would not permit it. 
ly inexhaustible mines of inspiration in the -Magazine Digest, April, 1936. 
The Nazi drive against cosmetics, silk 
stockings, and other appurtenances of the 
fashion-conscious female, was ended by an 
official ukase to the effect that Nazi zealots 
must not go about washing synthetic tints 
off ladies' faces; and, further, that a nice 
taste in chiffon blouses and lipstick is not 
incompatible with loyalty to the leader. 
Nazi puritanism was killing one of the 
most prolific of the geese that lay the 
golden eggs of national revenue. 
The Stark Horror That Is War: 
The Story of Verdun, Twenty Years After the Battle 
Austere Socialists who thought that the 
women of the New Order in Russia would 
In these days, when danger of war again disturbs the world, the ghastly picture 
of the last war is too easily forgotten. Here is a reconstruction of one bloody 
chapter in it~ the story of the struggle which took place at Verdun twenty years 
ago. On Feb. 21, 1916, the assault on the fortifications opened in a German 
offensive that threatened to cut the French m·mies in two. For months the fate 
of France, the cause of the Allies, hung in the balance. The following account is 
written by the correspondent of the B1·itish press with the French armies in the field. 
be content to wear a "rational" uniform (Continued from April Number) 
dress, have been sadly disappointed at a At the beginning of March the momen-
widespread reversion to the old Eve, with tum of the first German attack was spent. 
all its dangers of incitement to individual The battle was extended to the left bank 
competition, growth of external social dif- of the Meuse and. the enemy captured the 
ferent iations, and thoughts flying away to Mort Homme, the main position on that 
the gayer and lighter side of life. The side of the river. At Douaumont he could 
Soviet rulers too have found that they can- make no headway. For weeks the strug-
not neglect a market of 40,000,000 women. gle swayed to and fro. 
Very ingenious and adroit are the fashion The French had won the first r ace 
caterers everywhere at promoting new against time; now time was on their side, 
necessities and encouraging new luxuries. for the British were preparing the offen· 
A craze comes for artificial flowers, and sive on the Somme, and to meet it every 
women in France, Britain and America available German man and gun were 
spend $15,000,000 on them while the vogue needed. 
lasts. Someone put over glass armlets, With barely a week in hand- the Sam-
and the men in the trade pocketed $5,000;- me offensive began on July 1 ~the Crown 
000 in a season. "Long gloves are being Prince launched his supreme assa ult. His 
worn," and up bump long-glove sales in troops swept down from the Douaumont 
England · $1,500,000 - from $1,250,000 to ridge over the annihilated village of Fleury, 
$2,750,000. Pyjamas are not essential to but the waves of attack broke against the 
enjoyment of the beach, but a girl must inmost girdle of forts. 
have them or feel out of it ; and that, in Verdun was saved! They had not passed! 
money terms, means $3,750,000 in a year Yet, so long as the vantage point ofDou-
in Britain, where beaches are not so hot, aumont was in German hands, the gate of 
but $15,000,000 in America. Shoe fashions, Verdun was ajar. They might try to pass 
also, are now changing almost as rapidly again. So in October, 1916, the French 
as frock styles and this is estimated to set out to close the gate for good and all 
have made a difference of around $125,· and recaptured the keystone of their for-
000,000 to the shoe business in the last two tress. · On the 23d, while the French guns 
years. were preparing the way for the infantry, 
It was short skirts that first made women we saw a vast column of smoke shoot up 
stocking-conscious and thereupon huge from its very center and the whole fort 
businesses have been erected whose tax- spouted flames like a volcano. A shell 
able profits are an important item in the from one of the French sixteen-inch how-
national finances of Britain, Canada, Ger- itzers had gone home, and if we had known 
many, Italy, Japan, Poland, France and the it the fate of Douaumont was decided. 
U.S. And the popularity of flesh-coloured The next day I watched the regular 
stockings brings a very large revenue to lines of bursting shells which marked the 
the manufacturers of special soap pro· French advance. Close behind the bar-
ducts; for women now wash their stockings · rages the infantry pushed forward as the 
almost as habitually and regularly as they Israelites followed the pillar of smoke and 
brush their teeth. fire. They · moved like clockwork, four 
When platinum blanding came to wo· minutes to the hundreds yards, 1,500 yards 
men, a whole complex of new industries to the hour, the very highest speed that 
and ·fashion needs and ideas grew up. flesh and blood could achieve on that ter-
Change the colour of a woman's hair and rible ground. Only two hours had passed 
you make her hair-conscious; and once when the watchers at Souville reported 
that our men were in Douaumont. 
* * * Seven months before, the Germans had 
captured Douaumont, the strongest fort in 
France, without a Frenchman inside of it. 
At the t ime it was supposed that it had 
been overwhelmed by the German shells 
like the forts of Belgium, but in point of 
fact its vitals were still intact. Some one 
had blundered. The fort lay between two 
sections of the first position and neither 
section detailed a garrison for it, probably 
because it was regarded as a mere death 
trap. So the Germans walked into it with-
out a struggle, while they did not fight 
their way into the ruins of the far less 
formidable Fort de Vaux until three 
months later. 
The Germans found the fort very valu-
able and stored large quantities of explo-
sives there. Either through carelessness 
or misadventure these explosives blew up 
and practically the whole garrison of about 
a thousand men was k illed. The corpses 
could not be removed under the French 
fire. They were piled one on another on 
either side· of the tunnel which the Ger-
mans had built as an entry to the fort and 
quicklime poured upon them. 
It cannot have been encouraging to a 
new garrison to pass into the fort between 
those ghastly rows of decaying bodies, and 
orders had been given that it was to be 
evacuated at once if another explosion 
threatened. The direct hit of the F rench 
sixteen-inch on the 23d pierced through 
the fort from top to bottom and set off a 
store of grenades. T he garrison withdrew 
and had not returned next day when the 
French arrived. 
Douaumont, the keystone of the fortress, 
was captured and recaptured with its 
lower galleries still intact, with never a 
garrison to fight for it. 
* * * The journey to recaptured Douaumont 
threw a vivid light on the sufferings and 
endurance of those who had fought for 
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weeks and months on those Verdun 
heights. The hog's back that rises from 
the Meuse to Douaumont consists of layers 
of soft, sticky clay to a depth of fifty or 
sixty feet. This clay had been churned 
up by bursting shells from its lowest depth 
into a loathsome compound. 
These slopes were no place of Christian 
burial. There the dead were left to bury 
tbeir dead, for any attempt at interment 
would only hav·e added uselessly to their 
thousands. Shells buried them, unburied 
their fragments and buried them again, 
until they vanished in the slime. The 
French poilus called a spade a spade and 
that mud "puree de cadavres," "corpse 
soup." 
We vvere coated with it by the time we 
reached Thiaumont, t he half-way house 
between Froideterre and Douaumont. For 
we had sheltered in many shell-boles and 
fallen many times. The high road and the 
fields had all vanished, pounded into path-
Jess primeval slime. 
Checked by a heavy barrage, we paused 
at what was left of a concrete redoubt. 
"Please don't talk loud," whispered the 
officer in command, as the shells thunder-
ed outside. "If you do, you will wake my 
men. They are worn out with continuous 
fighting and we may be in it again at any 
moment. They are accustomed to the 
shells, but any unusual noise will disturb 
thetn." 
It was a shallow burrow of reinforced 
concrete. It had been shelled until most 
of the cement had parted company with 
the wire network that reinforced it. The 
wires, twisted inextricably, made a kind of 
porch over the entrance, and tore one's 
helmet off one's bead if one didn't bend 
nearly double. There were two chairs, 
and a few piles of soclclcn sanclb~gs offered 
an icy seat. A flickering candle threw 
strange shadows on the tiers of bunks -- -
straw on wire netting -where men were 
breathing heavily, sleeping the death-like 
sleep of utter exhaustion. 
Sometimes there would come a buzzing 
of the telephone and a low murmur as the 
operator replied. Occasionally he would 
come to report or ask a question of his 
officer. Then inside all would be silent 
again, except for the dripping of the rain 
through the shattered roof and the heavy 
breathing of the sleepers, while outside the 
German shells crashed and roared, power-
less to disturb their slumbers. 
* :.i~ ~f 
The barrage lifted a little and we push-
eel on to cover the last stage of our journey 
on our bellies. Every now and then Very 
lights blazing above would remind us un-
comfortably that we were in full view of 
the enemy, and throw the weird country 
of Douaurnont into high relief. Imagine a 
lunar landscape with volcanic craters, 
black in the shadow, of every size and 
shape, with only a broken razor-edge of 
mud between them and huddled figures 
half-buried in the slime, that had once 
been men. 
At last T found mvself alone without a 
guide in v, hat the fla.res showed as a deep 
excavation. vVhat that excavation could 
be I had no idea, but I v;as unpleasantly 
aware that sheils were bursting in it with 
monotonous :regularity. I thought I would 
try to e~cape from so dangerous a spot and 
A JOURNEY IN HIDDEN ASIA 
UNDER TllE UNION JACK 
THE MYSTERY OF A W AR.RIOR 
(V) 
By PETER FLEMING 
Devoutly hoping that our captors \Yould 
be taken by the populace for a guard of 
honour, we rode into the bazaar of Cherchen. 
Most of the little shops \Yel·c closed with 
wooden shutters; the streets "·ere intern1it~ 
tently roofed ,,-ith mat awnings. Miiillait's 
donkey created a diversion by bolting side-
ways through an open gatewny, a tnanoeuvrc 
which was happily not misinterpreted by 
the Tongans. Soon we reached a building 
which might l:avc Lecn either a prison or a 
cnra\·anserai and was probably (judging by 
our 1aler experiences) both; it consisted of 
a covered courtyard surrounded by small 
dark rooms with locked doors. Here, with 
n1any 1nisgivings. we surrendered our col-
lection of tattered and unfortunately irrele-
vant passports - ln1ge flin1sy ~beets of paper 
covered with Chinese characters- and the 
Tungan off-icer, still looking sceptical, de~ 
parted to headquarters. \V e sat down on 
our boxes to v·.rait . 
1\ large crowd for1ned in the street out~ 
side and ovedlowed into the courtyard. 
AnHmo· robed and bearded Turkis were 
sever al Tungan soldiers, who <.!sked for 
news of their homes in Kansu. In an omi~ 
nously short tl1ne the off-icer returned; and 
in1n1e"diately handed us back our passport~, 
on one of which, notwithstanding tl1c fact 
that it did not ad1ni t us to Sinkiang, a visa 
of sorts had been stamped. vV c were im-
mensely relieved. 
Mai!iart's Patents 
l'wscntlv thcec an·ivcd the British ak-
saho.l, a ha~Hlson1e Afghan 'vith a long grey 
beard, and we rode out with hitn to l1is 
house in a distant part of the oasi~. LThe 
uksakals, literally "white·hcards,~' are the 
local rept·esentative of the British Con-
SLtlate-Gcncral in Kashgar.] Doves and 
cuckoos were culling jn the trees; 'vhitc~ 
robed ligures move<! softly in the twilit 
started crawling zigzag up the precipitous 
side of what might be a quarry. I had 
climbed some way, when, as a Very light 
betrayed my position, I heard a voice hail-
ing me from below. "Come down, come 
clown." 
I tried to obey orders, and the next thing 
I knew was that I was falling down a pre· 
cipice. How a shell could have produced 
a precipice was beyond my understanding, 
and I was very thankful when, after falling 
twelve or fifteen feet, I landed in thick, 
soft mud that broke the shock and buried 
me over the knees. 
The voice called again: "Here is the 
fort." It w&s the guide, who, small blame 
to him, had pushed ahead to shelter. I 
saw dimly before me at the bottom of the 
excavation, about fifty yards away, a black 
gap which seemed scarcely larger than a 
fox's earth and far less tidy. It was the 
entrance to Douaumont. 
Then I understood that the excavation 
that had puzzled me was all that was left 
of the moat. I had been trying to climb 
over the fort itself straight toward a trench 
fields. Everything seemed very peaceful 
ufte r our long bleak struggles on the up~ 
lands. Over the aksa!wl's gateway there 
hung-hon1e~made, unorthodox in design, 
hut infinitely reassuring-·a small, faded 
Union Jack. \Ve were lodged on Khotan 
carpets in a fine new guest-room, and feast-
ed on rice and the first eggs and vegetables 
we had eaten for three months. 
IV c spent five days in Cherchen, prepar-
ing for 1he fi1:st stage of our journey along 
the desert to K.asbgar, 32 long marches to 
the west. Most of our time was spent 
under the aksakal's hospitable roof, where 
we were denied the rest we hoped for by an 
incessant stream of would-be patients- old 
rncn on crutches, whin1pcring wornen in 
black robes fro<med across the breast with 
green, who lift:Cl' their veils to show pitted 
faces or held out the wasted bodies of 
their babies, a fastidious cigarette-sn1oking 
nudade imagiuaire frorn Peking, the \vife of 
an oflicial. 
Even the principal n1ilitary commander 
carne, clattering up with many bugle caiis 
at the head of a troop of horse; the entire 
body-guard came in for pills and small-talk, 
considerately leavinrr their machine·{run out~ 
side. lVlailfart, woJ1(ing indefatigably, did 
all that was within the scope of her knowl-
edge and our stores for the sick people, 
among who1n the commonest complaints 
were nwlaria and venereal disease; but 
most of them we had to send away, pitifully 
clutching the little bundle of eggs which 
they had brought as a doctor's fee. 
On .J nne 20, after forcing our host to ac· 
cept a pair of n~~ld glasses and an electric 
torcb \-Ve lefl Chercheu Our hPrgaue was 
loade'd on four donk(~ y·s, h11t \V(~I':'o l1a;l been 
able to obtain only one l1orse; so for the 
next 12 days I rode ign(nniniously on an 
ass, since the sand was u~ually too deep and 
the ·weather too l10t for wa!l.;ing. 
----· 
still held by the enemy at the edge of the 
fort. 
There was some excuse for my mistake. 
The men who actually captured Douau-
mont in broad daylight failed to recognize 
the fort and took its moat for a quarry, 
until one of them observed fragments of 
masonry through the mud. 
' :: * * 
The lower vaults of Douaumont were a 
paradise of security. The upper works of 
the fort had been knocked to fragments, 
but though it had been hit again and again 
by the German 420s which overwhelmed 
Liege and Namur, its vitals were reached 
by only two shells, and these shells were 
fired against its unarmored side by the 
French 400s. They had made huge holes 
right through the fort, but the greater part 
of its galleries was still intact. 
Douaumont was French again. The 
gateway of France was shut and barred. 
Petain had fulfilled his promise. They had 
not passed! 
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British Prestige 
As we rode out from under the last trees 
the heat hit us like a gust of wind. For 
nine days we did long, slow, 10-hour marches 
before we reached Niya, the next oasis. On 
paper a journey through the rebel Tungan 
armies sounds sufficiently hazardous to be 
absorbing; in practice it was nothing of the 
sort, and it was now fairly certain that we 
should reach Kashgar. 
At last, on July 4, we reached Khotan, 
the capital of what may for the moment be 
called "Tungania," and the headquarters of 
the rebel forces After fording with some 
difficulty the Y urungkash River we were re-
ceived, in their master's absence, by the 
people of the aksakal's household, and lodg-
ed in a pavilion in his garden. Yve were 
given a kindly and respectful welcome by 
the small colony of Hindu merchants resi-
dent in the city. 
British prestige is high in Southern Sin-
kiang; all British Indian subjects fly the 
Union Jack (or something very like it) over 
their houses, and even wear it on their 
breasts with a legend in Turki and Chinese 
confirming their citizenship. The emblem 
is respected by the Tungans, who during 
their occupation of Kashgar formed friendly 
relations with the British Consul-General 
(the shooting of his wife was an irrespon· 
sible act by a private soldier), and British 
subjects are spared the grosser exactions by 
which the rest of the population is periodi· 
cally oppressed. There is no doubt that the 
Turki population would be wholly delighted 
if they could wake up one morning (as 
Moscow so often and so child ishly alleges 
that they will) to find themselves under 
British rule. 
News Of The Jubilee 
It was in Khotan that we first heard about 
the Jubilee. On the morning after our 
arrival a small donkey, flying the Union 
Jack, entered the aksakal's garden, accom-
panied by a weather-beaten man whose 
insignia proclaimed him "British Indian 
Postman"; he had come from Kashgar with 
mails brought by runner over the Himalayan 
passes from Gilgit. The mailbag contained 
several coloured photographs of "The King 
at the Microphone." "This," I explained 
to an admiring crowd, "is my Padishah, and 
this picture was made by my gazette." Our 
stock went up immediately. 
More important still, there were several 
three-months-old copies of The Times Week-
ly Edition. These we traced to M. Moldo-
vack, who must surely be this paper's 
farthest-flung subscriber. We found him to 
be an 85-year-old Armenian, crippled by 
elephantiasis; speaking excellent French 
and English, he told us how he had former· 
ly been engaged on a large scale in the 
famous Khotan carpet trade, and how the 
Bolshevistrevolution had swallowed up his 
capital and his ·caravans at Khokand, in 
Russian Turkestan. He also lent us his 
copies of The Times, and under the aksakal's 
mulberry trees, with the fierce, incessant 
chanting of the Tungan garrison in our 
ears, we studied photographs of familiar 
streets being decked for the Jubilee, and 
learnt for the fit·st time that an amateur had 
won the National, and that Italy's attitude to-
wards Abyssinia was causing grave concern. 
Scars Of Civil War 
In Khotan, as in Y arkand and Kashgar, 
there is a New City and an Old City. The 
Old City consists of the fly·blown shops, the 
mosques, and the tortuous, matting-shaded 
streets of the bazaar and the houses which 
cluster round it; the New City, which in 
effect origit1ated as a cantonment, is a kind 
of glorified fort with high walls and gate-
ways built in the Chinese style, within 
which the Chinese garrison and traders 
mostly live. Traces of the late civil war, 
which in Khotan was complicated by a 
fanat ical Moslem insurrection headed by 
three mullahs, were discernible in the rub-
ble of demolished houses and in defaced 
Chinese inscriptions on the gates and yamens 
of the New City. 
In Khotan we partly elucidated a mystery 
which, although I have made no mention of 
it hitherto, had occupied us ever since we 
left Peking, nearly five months before: the 
mystery of Ma Chung-ying. Ma, the son of 
a famous Tungan leader, was born in Kansu 
about 25 years ago. His r ise to notoriety 
was rapid, and at the age of 16 he was com· 
manding a rebel army 20,000 strong. The 
Moslems of North-vYest China looked-and 
still look- on him as their natural leader, 
and it was he who headed the Tungan inva-
sion of Sinkiang in 1932-33. After the de-
feat of his armies before Urumchi by Soviet 
intervention, he withdrew westwards in good 
order through the oases north of the Takla 
Makan. In the summer of 1934 he depart-
ed, with the Secretary of the Soviet Con-
sulate-General and a small bodyguard, over 
the passes into Russian territory. He was 
reported as being "interned," and since 
then no more has been heard of him. 
Ruse That Worked 
But much has been rumoured. All along 
the road his whereabouts had been the chief 
topic of interest in our conversations with 
Chinese Moslems. Now at last we were to 
get an inkling of the truth. We got it at 
the headquarters of General Ma Ho-san, 
who is a half-brother of Ma Chung-ying and 
in his absence Generalissimo of the Tungan 
forces. Ma I-Io-san, an attractive, intelligent 
young man of 22, received us twice with 
great courtesy in his yam en, where we drank 
innumerable cups of tea and took his photo-
graph. 
How great, we exclaimed, would be our 
face when we showed these phobgraphs 
(they never came out) to our friends in 
England, all of whom were consumed with 
curiosity to know what the famous General 
Ma Ho-san looked like! And how still 
greater if we could only show them a photo-
graph of his equally famous brother, General 
Ma Chung-ying, now absent in foreign parts 
Ma Ho-san, hitherto politely evasive about 
his brother, rose to the bait and produced a 
photograph. It was a well-mounted portrait, 
bearing Ma Chung·ying's seal and an in-
scription in Chinese. The distinguished 
rebel was shown with long hair (all the 
Tungans crop their heads), wearing the 
uniform of a cavalry officer in the Soviet 
red army. Internment in Soviet territory 
is evidently not without its compensations. 
On July 10 we left Khotan, and on July 
18, a little jaded by long stages and a diet 
of bread· and tea, we entered the teeming 
bazaars of Yarkand, the largest city in 
Western Sinkiang. 
The Approach To Kashgar 
We halted for one day in Y arkand, which 
differed from the other places we had seen 
chiefly in its size and in the fact that a 
majority of the population suffered from 
goitre. It was here that we learnt, from a 
stray copy of The Times, of the death of 
T. E. Lawrence, who, it was often alleged 
in Moscow and actually believed in Urumchi, 
had for some time past been furthering the 
nefarious designs of British Imperialism in 
the region we had just traversed. From 
Y arkand we pushed on towards Kashgar. 
July 22 was the last day but one of our 
long journey to Kashgar (we covered the 
distance from Cherchen to Kashgar in 34 
days, including halts, which, without decent 
animals or special transport arrangements, 
was fast going). The guide provided by the 
authorities in Y angsi Hissar attempted a 
short cut across a ford, where Maillart's 
horse got badly stuck ·in quicksands. By 
the time we had all floundered out on the 
farther bank her saddle-bags, containing 
among other things our highly soluble Chi-
nese passports, were soaked; but worse was 
in store. Next morning, in our inn, I dis-
covered that one of the donkeys had lain 
down in an irrigation channel the day before 
(the boy in charge of them had been too 
frightened to tell us) and that my entire 
wardrobe-including the suit which I had 
brqught all the way from Peking for the 
very purpose of making a semi-respectable 
entrance into Kashgar-was soaking and 
discoloured. 
On the evening of July 23, painfully con-
scious that we could not muster a topee or 
even a hat between us, that our mounts 
were screws, and our saddles disintegrating, 
that we were unattended, and that, having 
travelled faster than any post, we had been 
able to give only 24 hours' notice of our 
arrival, we rode up the long cool avenue of 
poplars that connects the outlying New City 
of Kashgar with the bazaar. Halfway be-
tween them we were met by a droshky, a 
turbaned orderly in khaki, and a reassuring 
note of welcome. The droshky whirled us 
(we had not travelled so fast since we left 
the lorries at Lanchow) past the bazaar, 
under the high curving wall of the citadel, 
and up to a gate above which the Lion and 
the Unicorn were contending for the Crown. 
Spy Fever 
The Consul-General, Colonel Thomson-
Glover, and his wife were on short leave 
up in the hills. We were given the kindest 
of welcomes by the Vice-Consul, Mr. Arthur 
Barlow. I apologized for thus dropping on 
him out of the blue. "It's not as unexpect-
ed as all that," he said. "We've had an 
inquiry about you from the Secretary of 
State." 
It was news to us that we had been lost; 
seeing that we had done the journey in 
bogey or under, we took it a little hard. 
But there were no other flies in the oint-
ment, and very few people can ever have 
enjoyed beer ot· a bath as much as we did, 
who had been without either for over five 
months. Kashgar, not without cause, suffers 
acutely from spy-fever; and that night the 
bazaar rumour ran that an English spy had 
arrived from Khotan, accompanied by a 
White Russian disguised as a woman. This 
was hard on Maillart; but next day we both 
played Association football with the Consu-
late guard of Gilgit Scouts, so that rumour 
died very slowly. (To be continued) 
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frum JA()AN lu JA()AN ~ 編輯室から近うJ
室関喜室震理Z合金ケージャ先生新著長考考委定債1.50雲8銭
THEιOG OF A JOURNEY 
"'[一散る流文薯ヤせ一語世を治ーとてを者をちから咋
敢般科、麗平でふし牽皐界惇や方地地語が一日り本年
て積書が、易あ近めにののへ風を理方る其遁本て年の
鷲物色如奥にる京やし習現、俗敬を的に放しへ日一六
むとし，味し。のうて得勢以習へ盛歴営行 tz.世本月月
。して匂溢て行快主得をとて憤政 b史つ記著界かにか
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の記下来年数十{土集題問語英の堂星北
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用も科
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ま
す
新の界験受諾英
星
見
世界の歴免始まって以来のE知英国キ晶
ーナード・ホ)7イト・スター訟の~ヰ ν・メー
事イ競が工た起してから七年自の三月二十
四日愈々海上iこ浮ぴ出土。総噸数八高七百像
噸、会長千十人択、二十蔦馬力、海上に於げる
卒均速カl"t二十八ノ Y ト像、一等客の食堂l"t
一時l二九百名た牧容し得べく、帰底力・ら煙突
の頂上l二至る高さ百八十四択、有名なる英図
の列車ローヤル・スコ少ト裁は一千択の会長
であるが未Tご此のE艇の会長l二及I~ナ、英図
議事堂の会長L本郷lこ比して百人十択 4 
り媛も、と云ふ。浮ぺる城主 lt鍵l二此の量日告 L
のでこそあらう。
x x x 
すタグスプオー 1''11:由来屡骨各種の文化
或l"t宗教運動の凌鮮地である、二百年前三::-;r
v ・ t} エスレイの率ゐ 1~ 運動1 1: メ Yヂスト
主義となり、百年前にi主力目ヂナル・ユ事 T
Vが英図式カ Y '9~グ主義らひっさげて起
つれのもす~~λ プオー Fである。今や再(f'
「鴎節の外れれ世界」に直商してオ少伊スブ
オードグループ運動なる Lのが起って世界
各地iこまで波及しさうな勢である。制度:た夏
へなげればならないと云ふのが普通の考へ
方7ごが、制度た莫へるのではなくて個入浴夏
へ£。然ら1:制度亦自ら改るであらう。 と云
ふのが彼等の主張である。運動自慢が多分lこ
宗教的である事、室長手でない小集合が運動の
中心である事、並に極めて自然的な言動など
が其の主なる特長であらう。グループが如何
なるものであるかは本務中の記事l二就て見
られれい。
x x x 
流行経済皐の数字lt見る皮毎l二軍まかされ
る所であるが、世相と祉舎心理問F寓して、い
つでも興味深い。米誌から奔倍して最近の数
字た御目にかげる事としれ。
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DOLLS 
DISPLAY 
Jαpαn in Miniαture 
日本雛人形
By G. CAIGER， F.R. G. S. 
p・ 3.50Pg抑 'gef1ceδ り 32sen
The legends， traditions and fairly stories which surround these de-
cor~tive little figures， are collected for the first time either in English 
or .Jilpanese. 
The book is an. iIust!ated _ record of the Festivals， with ample 
explanalions historic or legendary， of the dolls and the scenes that 
they represent. 
The Scottish Geographical Magazine， Edinburgh:ー
~he !3pir.i~ 0" a ~o':lntrr .!lp.d the ~har~cte~i~tics ~f a people may be studied even 
In 1he playthings of the children. But lhe doli弓ofJapan ~ ， re not mere play、hings.
The 1 tle白gures，:vhich a!e .us<:d _in th~ Gir~s' Festival_-on March 3~ and -i~--the -Boy;~ 
F刊 tiyalon 1Y1oy 5， are: .admir~d for what they symbolise. For hu.-dreds of :'1 ears 
~hey _hav~ servej as_e~blem~ _of _mo~al ~ar_ne~tT!ëss.~of loyalty and-ofchi';;lr-y.-re~i;;d: 
i!lg .the -!apan~s~ ，.f .~he nob]e..deeEs o~ t~eir forefathers. Foreigners alwã~Ýs~ãd~ire 
the beauty.and dain.tiness of the Festivals. as the children sit befo~e' the'"d-e';-o-;，-;，-t:ed 
tier~_ _of dolls， imþib~ng ~~e ~ncient culture of Japan. 
T!tis_ a:ttis!_!c b~o~ wit~ i_ts q~!lint ~es!3ellated binding S'ives o"e a vivid idea of the 
rl旬 alof the Festivals and d伺 sribe.st~e famous _men and_ a~cient legends depicted 
in ~he 8~all !lode}s of ~~n an? ani!ll.al_s~ sorn~ ~f th_em of elabora e an(i' expenaiv・
皿at・r.allJand workmanship. ょtis a hilrhly artistic and叫tractivelitle volume 
Wonderful viαlue 
for such a low 
Price! 
